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THEROLLINS SANDSPUR

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

Friday, December 6, 1968

T. B r a d l e y
Theodore Bradley,
coach at Rollins College
28 years, died Monday the
of November at his home
[inter Park.
isidered the Dean of Small
v Rowing in the United State s,
jradley introduced intercol, crew at Rollins in 1934
bached Rollins oarsmen to
wins in 273 dual races before
ring in 1965.
', as he was known by
jt was named to the Helms
[ndation Rowing Hall of F a m e
15, the only small college
tchsohonored to date,
lias a charter founder of the
' l U " Vail Rowing Association
934 and published " T h e Dad
Story," a history of the a s r
liation, in 1962.
wenty-two times Dr. Bradley
the Tars to the Dad Vail
'ads
s -.ftatta - the unofficial c h a m p iship of small college rowing
md sixteen times Rollins w a s
top six finishers.
1 1 e Tar varsity neve r won
coveted crown, Rollins took
nd on eight occasions, losing
iree inches to LaSalle in 1955.
I is' junior varsity won i t s ,
three times.
wler Dr. Bradley the T a r s c a p ed the Tlorida State Regatta
asfl'imes in 17 tries, never finishworse than third, in 1963 he
crew

pre About Viet

brought his varsity to the semifinals of the Thames Challenge
Cup in Henley, England.
Dr. Bradley, whose father rowed
for Yale against Harvard in 1860,
the first intercollegiate crew race,
started his collegiate rowing career
at the U. S. Naval Academy in
1919, rowing in the Pie be boat
under "Old Dick" Glendon. He
transferred to Princeton the following year where he rowed under
Dr. J. Duncan Spaeth. After graduating from Princeton in 1923 with
a bachelors degree in history, Dr.
Bradley taught and coached crew
at Pomfret School in Pomfret,
Connecticut from 1923 until 1931.
" B r a d " then attended Cornell
where he earned his M.A. in history
in 1931 and his Ph.D. two years
later. Dr. Bradley joined the Rollins faculty in the faU of 1933 and
brought intercollegiate rowing to
Rollins the following,fall.
Dr. Bradley left Rollins during
Coach Jim Lyden and the late Dr. Bradley.
World War II to serve
as a
lieutenant commander in the Navy,
but returned in 1945 to rebuild
Director of Rowing, in which capMrs. Barbara Hall of Fairfield,
crew at Rollins and resume his.
acity he assisted present Tar
Connecticut; and five grandchildteaching duties. He refused r e crew coach Jim Lyden until his
ren.
muneration for his coaching duties,
death.
Private graveside services were
choosing to donate his time to
Dr. Bradley is survived by his
held at 10 a. m. Friday, Novemthe sport he loved.
widow, Mrs. Cecile R. Bradley of
ber 29th, in Palm Cemetery in
Following his retirement in 1965,
320 N Knowles Avenue; three dauWinter Park.
Dr. Bradley remained on the Rolghters, Mrs. Lee Fanger of SumA Book-A-Year Memorial has
lins faculty as Professor of Hismit, New Jersey; Mrs. Mary Virre
been established to perpetuate his
tory and was appointed Faculty-, of New Orleans, Louisiana; and
name.

Nam

Dr. Smith Evaluates U.S. Policy
s

every diplomat knows, the
Mdity of leadership i s to
! jae Potential threats and to
Available resources in such

I

have accepted the essentials of a
U.S. policy? Obviously, in an actpolicy of mutual restraint on a"de
icle of this length only a few sumfacto" basis in Afghanistan and
mary points can be made.
Nepal and on a legal basis in AusIn Southeast Asia American intria.
There is great merit in
terests and commitments center
the insulating consequences. In
on Thailand and the Philippines.
none of these countries do the
Unlike South Vietnam, these are
strategic interests of either party
viable nations, reasonably unified
require a military base, while, at
in
culture
and determination
the same time, an attempt at taketo maintain their independence and
over could prompt counter-action.
capable of self-government. Both
Restraint thus serves all concernare closely allied with the U.S.
ed.
and have demostrated over a perThe consequence woul d be that
iod of years an identitiy of foreThailand,
which is of most immedign policy objectives with us. They
iate geopraphic concern, would be
afford a sound basis of lasting
bordered on the west by neutral
association.
Burma, buffeed from China on the
Consequently, as a first objective
north by Laos, and on the east by
in a Vietnam settlement we should
Camobdia, then Vietnam.
seek to prevent conditions which
While meeting the external r e would pose an external military
quirements of U.S. strategy, neutthreat to these countries. The neuralization would leave unanswered
tralization of South Vietnam would
the question of internal future gomeet this objective. This would
vernment in South Vietnam. Would
entail essentially the withdrawal
it be the present government, a
of foreign military forces and,
coalition or possibly a Vietcong
pB
* t t a h m P r e v e n t t h e i r d e - most important, acceptance of a
dominated group?
The answer
y GViousarti
nted t o l ^
c l e , commitment that no power will in
cannot be assured by the U.S.
the future attempt to rebuild a
To state the obvious - the U.S.
% u? n°rtf? Strate ^ base
there that would be capable
cannot create a nation out of South
^ . i n v o l v e m e n t in of external threat. Such a solutVietnam, cannot determine its
^suited in a n unbal- ion would reflect present conditfuture
political philosophy or preAn
*ncan resources ions which demonstrates that
vent internal dissension. We have
given already a full measure of
^ presses itself to two neither of the opposing forces can
support to the government of South
J) What are the vital accept military defeat or acheive
Vietnam; we should be prepared
. ^ c h must be pro- victory.
to assist in the monumental task
Neutralization would not be a new
- a m settlement and
of reconstruction ahead. But in
** character of the departure in foreign policy. In
the final analysis the future will
J * Planning must be fact, the U.S. and Russia or China
ina
reassesment. of

be determined by the Vietnamese,
themselves.
The U.S. has justified its actions
in Vietnam, in part, as required
by commitmpnts under the South
East Asia Treaty Organization.
In fact, the SEATO Treaty, while
recognizing Vietnam as an area of
mutual concern, does not include
South Vietnam in its membership
or specify any specific obligations
of its members to protect it. At
best, therefore, the SEATO Treaty
provides a cloak of support for
past U.S. action, it does not r e quire continuing U.S. intervention.
Allow me to turn now to a brief
exposition of the threat posed by
central position of Communist Russia and China in the Eur-Asian
continent and the resultant Strategic considerations for the U.S.
Russian foreign policy since the
time of the Czars has focussed on
two primary objectives: 1) to prevent being caught between two powerful forces on the West (Germany)
and on the East (Japan and China);
and 2) to break out of the Black
Sea into the Middle East. To
these must be added the ideological objective of Communism to achieve a world Communist
state.
Recent years have seen
Russian thinking divided between
individual Communist objectives
and more immediate nationalistic objectives, with the latter apparently in the ascendant. However,
ideological objectives are not for-

Kay New
Psychologist
Effective January 1, 1969, Mrs.
Eleanor Kay has been appointed
to the position of Counseling Psychologist on the staff of the Dean
of Student Affairs.
Mrs. Kay graduated from the
University of British Columbia with
honors in psychology and received
her M.A. degree from the same
university again with honors. Mrs.
Kay has also done graduate work at
the University of Toronto.
Her experience in (counseling
college age men and women is exceptional. Mrs. Kay has served
on the staff of the Counseling
Center at the University of New
Hampshire and Yale University;
has been a clinical psychologist
in Great Britain, and been a member of the staffs of clinics in Dover, N.H., Lawrence, Mass.,
Toronto,
Can., Nashua, N. H.,
and Sarasota, Fla. She also served
as Director of the Mental Health
Clinic in Portsmouth, N.H., P r e sident of the New Hampshire Psychological Association, and as a
member of the Governor's Committee on Mental Health.
Dean Hicks, the Dean of Student
Affairs, states that "Mrs. Kay is
an individual of exceptional ability
and experience who will add strength and deimension to the services
available to students through the
Office of Student Affairs. I believe this to -be one of the most
significant appointments we have
made in our student personnel
program and look forward with real
pleasure to Mrs. Kay joining the
staff."
gotten when they can be pursued
without jeopardizing Russia itself.
Chinese foreign policy objectives
are more different to state simply.
Culturally, the Chinese consider
themselves the enduring center of
the world and are contemptuous
of aU foreigners. Their history of
the past two centuries turns contempt to hatred.
When united
and powerful their policy has
(Continued on page 4)
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Spur Examines Negro Situation
The feature theme this week, the situation of the Negro college student
today and his hopes for the future, reflects both the national trends
in the Black Power Movement and the personal considerations and experiences of the Black students on our own campus. If there is any
reason to justify why the 'Spur chose this theme it is, perhaps, that we
feel it is essential for aU whites to obtain a deeper insight into what the
real meaning and goals of Black Power are, not from distorted news
releases on Stokely Carmichael, etc., but from the Black students
on this campus. This new-found burst of pride in being Black must be
understood by white students not as an affront, but as a move toward
self realization is a painful process; there is bound to be antagonism
between both Whites and Blacks over the Black Revolution. However,
if both parties understand the underlying causes and goals of this movement there should be some healing of wounds and the beginnings of constructive attempts to alleviate the problems rampant in Black society
today.
In 'Spur staff talks with the Black students and alums from BethuneCookman College in Daytona Beach the most significant approach to
the problem is. an emphasis on Black self-help. Mr. Walter Randal,
a Negro teacher atJeb-Stuart (remember that name from the Confederate Army? ) High School, feels that it is essential for Black CoUege
students to re-invest their talents into helping their race rather than being pulled into the white economic structure. Integration is no longer
the answer, according to Blacks; in fact, the establishment of Black
run businesses and facilities for the Black Community is now the goal
which they hope to achieve. Perhaps, this is the best and only answer
to face relations--the only way for ghettos to pull themselves off government relief rolls—and if Whites can aid this attempt at Black selfdetermination, so much the better. However, this seeems to be an
oversimplified program and a misconception of the individual in r e lation to the over-all American economic system. Blacks cry against
assimilation into this system, accusing it of being "Waspish". The
point is that not all white Americans are "White, Anglo-Saxon and
Protestant".
Moreover, all members of ethnic groups in the U.S.
have on an individual basis found it necessary to reconstruct their
ethnic values and foreign industriousness to meet the demands of what
is in essence a strictly American—not Anglo-Saxon, nor Polish, nor
Irish, nor Italian, nor German, nor Swedish, nor Japanese, nor Chinese,
nor Jewish, nor Puerto Rican, nor Spanish American--but American
economic system.
From a socio-psychological point of view, the
swing of Blacks into a strong ethnic-pride trend is not only inevitable
but necessary to their movement. It is for them to determine whether
they want to be considered as "Blacks", "Afro-Americans," or
simply "Americans".
11 is left to the white population to understand this revolution and aid
in every way it can, and to remember that the term "Black is Beautiful" is the cry of a large group of our fellow Americans awakening to
their capabilities and distinction as individuals.
G. von Stetten

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor:
The Sandspur is doing a genuine
service to the College by publishing views of the faculty and students. In a community dedicated to
learning, the President must learn
too, and he must know what his
college is thinking if he is to
serve it well.
The Sandspur could help me additionally by calling attention to
the open meetings I have with
students in the Alumni House at
9:30 each Wednesday morning. Of
course, any faculty members are
welcome.
I am also holding meetings with
any
interested faculty in my
office at 3:30 each Wednesday
afternoon. The purpose is to provide a free exchange of ideas
between myself and the college
and also to give me an opportunity to answer any questions on college matters.
We are also planning a series
of carefully structure! study sessions on the college which will

be held during the winter and
spring terms in the auditorium
of Crummer Hall. Trustees, staff,
faculty, students, and members
of the President's Council will be
invited to participate. These sessions will consist of a series of
presentations on all aspects of
the college followed by questions
and discussion.
The purpose of these sessions
is to study this institution and its
programs in depth in preparation
for a massive drive soon to be
inaugurated to bring Rollins the
endowments and the physical improvements it must have to achieve the goals of its education programs.
Sincerely yours,
Hugh F. McKean
Dear Editor:
With all the efforts
of the
Am«f ioan government to dodge the
truth about why we are fighting in
Vietnam, it is refreshing to find
that there are those vtfio believe
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"There will be 300 million more mouths to feed in fj,
world four years from now - most of them hungry
Hunger brings turmoil - and turmoil, as we have
learned, creates the atmosphere
in which the
communists seek to conquer the
earth."
Fast Failure
Two weeks ago Thursday night
a friend
of mine sat through
the most unsuccessful charity
campaign in recent Rollins history.
This was the campaign for the 10
million poverty stricken people in
the United States. It was sponsored by the National Student Association. This friend related a few of
his experiences to me.
Apparently, the student body at
Rollins is unaware of N.S.A. The
National Student Association is
the association of student governments across the country. Rollins
Student Government joined this organization about one year ago.
The campaign, to say the least,
was unsuccessful. Fifteen dollars
was coUected. It was mentioned
that most people thought that NSA
is a Communist organization. Well,
if it is, then why is our student
government a member?
However, this is beside the point.
The fact is, Rollins has one of
the richest student bodies in our
country. That $15 was collected
for those less fortunate than we
is appalling. Why even more was
collected by those freshmen peddling a date with a freshman girl.

-*?
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A Concerned Rollins Student
in the principles of the Nuremburg
directions, who manipulate a war
knows it needs it.
Trials (where we tried, convicted
in which they are profiteering on"I died so that \
and executed men for the crime of
lookers, a war which no one who
of the "young generatiaj
OBEYING their government when
has studied it unbiasedly believes
have long hair, wearwe::
that government demanded of them
in.
and try to restore tot
crimes against humanity). They
We need more patriots like this
that toleration of diff
believe enough to risk their reputdemonstrator. More men and wofashion and philosophy:
ations, their careers, their free- . men who will risk their peaceit was once admired i
dom and their lives so others will
of-mind and physical well-being
"I died so they <
not be gulity of THE CRIME OF
to keep other Americans from bea war they knew was:
SILENCE. Perhaps Americans do
coming war criminals.
believed was immoral,
not want to know the truth; per"I died for what I
haps we are idealist to believe
Christina Dove
be the United States."
that they do. However, the fact
that there exist men like Fulbright,
Editors Note: The following letter
Morse, Ribicoff, McGovern, McDear Editor and Sti
was clipped from the "PilotCarthy, Robert Kennedy, Martin
Light," New Hope, Washington.
Luther King, Eldredge Cleaver,
On behalf of myself j
CHICAGO, 111. (AP)— The letter
retired Marine Commandant Shoup,
year's Varsity Soccer j
left for his parents by Ernest
Harrison Salisbury, Paul Newman,
Nathaniel Hayle was marked "to extend our sinceres:;
Mark Rudd, retired Marine Lt.
be opened only in the event of my ion to the college adm
Col. William Corson, Walter Lipfaculty, staff and stud
death."
pman, Robert Lowell, Sen Hughes
Hayle was maced and then beaten their tolerance and
of Iowa, Sen Gruening of Alaska,
support for the 1968 sunconscious during a peace demonJ e r r y Rubin, Sen. Hatfield of Orestration in Chicago. The arresting
gon, Dr. Benjamin Spock, Reverofficers, mistaking him for dead,
end William Sloan Coffin. Norman
found the letter while going through
Cousins (ed. Saturday Review),
his wallet. Sergeant Adonis Boar
Alan Arkin, Willaim L. Shirer
opened the letter and found it
("The Rise and Fall of the Third
was a legacy for "the guys with
Reich";, Arthur Miller, Paul Goodshort blond hair and M-16 rifles."
man, John Kenneth Galbraith, Hans
"IT is too bad I had to die like
Morganthau—to name but a few—
this in my own country. . .but at
who are dedicated enough to the
Dear Editor:
least I died for a reason and a good
ideals of truth and justice that they
one," the letter read.
On November 21, >
will
confront
the
ignorance,
"I died for the guys who still
of
the Orlando Police
complacenty,
intolerance
and
believe 'We hold these truths to
spoke
on the use <tf
brutality of the masses of this
be self-evident, that all men are
country, strengthens my faith in
created equal, that they are en- a group of "interests:
consisting of about*
the tenacity of these ideals. The
dowed with certain unalienable
of smokers, non-sm<*
fact that increasing numbers of
Rights, that among these are Life,
cotics
agents.
young people are not convinced by
Liberty and the pursuit of HappiAny
idea
of liberal,
the patriotic brain-washing they get
ness. - - That t o secure these
discussion
was quick
in public places strengthens my
rights, Governments are institutby
the
outdated,
d
faith in American youth. I beed among Men, deriving their just
lieve that such people are worthy
powers from the consent of the go- untrue statments Yort
of more than know-nothing stereoverned. — That whenever any Form demn pot. His arg
g r a s s were oftenunfo
typing by their fellow citizens.
of Government becomes destrucconsistant,
e.g.,
In particular, the following lettive of these ends, it is the Right
a crutch and is v
ter from an American demonstratof the people to alter or to abolish
dangerous: therefore
or who was nearly killed in Chiit, and to institute new Governillegal. However, *
cago reveals a selfless belief in
ment. . .' The guys who believe
is
also a dangerous
democracy and in those principles
with Abe Lincoln that 'This country
deeply
ingrained •*'
of government for which our forewith its institutions, belongs to the
that it is accept*;]
fathers gave their lives. The beauty
people who inhabit it. Whenever
During the discussi
of the thoughts contained in this
they shall grow weary of the existseveral statementsc
letter lies in the dreams of the
ing government, they can exercise
individuals'
total su
men he quotes and in his intense
their constitutional right to dissociety
that
would g
indignation at the betrayal of those
member or overthrow it.'
the warmest of all?;;
dreams by politicians who shout
"I died so these people could have
The chief fault *
their lies and half-truths in all
a little longer time to try to get
(Continued on P*
this country straightened out. God

Big Broth

^jtev^,
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letters
..ion. however, was the fact
^though the discussion was
>l

.Hlv for instruction and en£mnt,ithadrnoreoftheas0( an undercover mission.
rid narcotics agents, in ad• to those who are usually

part of the campus scene,
attendance that evening
i n g for whatever it is that
look for. At least two people
1 discussion who asked " m '7 eet " questions
or whose
Lor was "suspicious", found
,fflselves being observed a n d / o r
0 by these agents for the r e s t
'die evening.
f ^ a j frightening to note that this
. BLormative discussion" was in
^ ^ H l i t y an attempt to case the
:*' • ins campus and m e m b e r s of
.r student body. The main o b jlive. to bust students with a n ^iated drug laws, thereby p r o •«n^ them from themselves.
i well tonight,
for Big
• l e e Her,
; aided by men like S e r g e Jim York, is watching you.
iS

"!t

n

II

Respectively,
Jack T. Dillion.
• Editor:
ch has been said about the
jew spirit" at Rollins this year,
ot enough can be said about
i who has been the embodiof this spirit during the fall.
fas privileged to play for Coach
irdon Howell on the Rollins s o c !r.team .this year, and I will
r forget it. This man through
devotion and effort to the team
college enkindled a spark that
been spreading ever since.
;sdrive and determination s p u r diis to become the best s o c c e r
in Rollin's history. He was
embeBj twelfth man on the field for
" fur team this year which gave u s
at little extra. The soccer team
ws all of this, and I thought
the rest of Rollins should know
Thanks for a great year,
each Howell.

f

Sincerely,
A Soccer Player
The Editor:
un sending you the enclosed
*r to the editor of the Des
Joines (Iowa) Register, in r e LW® t0 Miss Griffin's letter

THE ROLLINS SANDSPUR
and news clipping in last week's
Sandspur.
I am puzzled about how to interpret the 'legacy' of Sgt. Davis.
Either he was sarcastic when he
wrote it and Miss Griffin is correct in using it to attack proteste r s , or he was sincere and Miss
Griffin is using the letter in just
the way he would not have wanted
it used. In either case, it seems
that Sgt. Davis may have died in
vain.
Peter Klappert
Denver, Colo. -- I see that a 58
per cent majority of Iowans feels
that college students who demonstrate against the Vietnam war
should be suspended from school.
Who are these unthinking men and
women?
Our son is an anti-war demonstrator.
His moral commitment
goes deep. . .Other parents are
just as anguished and concerned
a s we. But we have to face the
fact that our sons are jeopardizing
their college careers and their
freedom to prick the conscience
of this nation. . .
Albert Einstein wrote to a conscientious objector in 1954: "To
oppose the law for moral reasons
entails great sacrifice. I believe
that the war resisters' movement
constitutes an elite of men whose
main significance is that they activate and maintain people's awareness of the inhumanity of war. They
urge that the duty to participate in
organized murder be not recognized even when this duty is required
by the government."
Dear Editor:
The Monday night house meeting,
in its usual ^drawn out process,
surprisingly brought to mind a
very interesting point.
In the previous week's meeting,
the proposal was tabled that the
House should consider the introduction of students to all faculty
committees (admissions,
curriculum, etc.).
At this week's
meeting the point was made that
these particular students, if a s signed to the various committees,
could very possibly be representative of only one "type" of student---therefore, a danger to the
student body in general. By the
same token,- however, is the student body not already in danger—
danger stemming from a certain
"type" of student making up the

entire, or at least the majority
of the House of Representatives
at Rollins?
The ideal behind the House is that
it represents (as the name implies) the student body in its entirety: but those outside of the immediate syndrome of the House,
that is, the students in general,
have absolutelyno idea what's happening.
As it is now, the socalled representatives don't represent, they just exist together in
one room for one or two hours a
week. Further, the entire meeting , which is lost in the web of
parliamentary procedure, is run
by the far too many committee
heads who are, in general, the
most radical stereotypes in the
whole group. Therefore, we, the
students, are forced to abide by
the beliefs of those who call themselves "representatives" just to
hear themselves talk.
Why not encourage the enitre
school to take part in the weekly
House meetings? Then each particular student could be absolutely
assured of representation.
The
student "plebian" cold argue his
point, and then sit down and shut
up while the elected representatives vote on the matter.
Only students really devoted to
the student government at RolHns
would even bother to show up,
because everyone knows that
"LAUGH-IN" is also at 8:00 Monday night—wait a minute—which
laugh-in is which???
Brad Fuller
Dear Editor.
It is quite evident that Miss Connie
Griffin is either thoroughly brainwashed by her daily newspaper
or that she has just never taken
the time to listen to the other side
of the controversy on the war in
Viet Nam.
She speaks of men who believe
in the "cause" of free choice of
representation was provided for in
the Gprjpva Accords and our government usurped this right by not
allowing elections to us held in
Viet Nam and by appointing a puppet
to rule the southern half of that
country.
If this is free choice of representation, Miss Griffin is saying,
in effect, that the Vietnamese are
either egregiously unintelligent
politically or that they care nothing
for their own well-being.
Let us take a look at the results
of Vietnamese "free choice of
representation."
Ngo Diem was a man educated in
the West before he assumed rule
in an Eastern country; he was a
Catholic in a predominatly Buddhist
nation and he was a rich man
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not cover it up. Instead of breaking out armoured cars, stoner rifles and tear gas to stop a riot
after it has begun, they go into the
ghetto and in their sincere, albeit
limited way, try to work towards
alleviating the problems (suffering
and ignorance) that underly riots.
Which takes more damn guts than
fighting in Viet Nam when one looks
at the fact that the soldier is armed to the teeth against a barely
clad sixteen-year-old boy and the
"hippie" (sometimes Vista worker) is usually an unarmed kid who
has to face up to the distrust within the ghetto that was engerde red by
this nation's "neo-slavery" policies. When one considers that the
"hippie" has to depend on trust
and sincere humanitarian policy it
becomes quite clear that this takes
more guts than shooting someone
with an M-16.
Anyone who insists that he is fighting for the "hippies" must also
take into consideration that the
"hippie" is fighting for him also
and in a way pertinent to that
person's personal well-being That
is, I cannot accept the "domino
theory" that the soldier violently
believes in but it is concrete and
self-evident that one can be encarcerated for refusing to comply
with the draft by refusing to fight
in that undeclared war.
I am sure that a great deal
(if not most) of the soldiers who
were drafted did not want to go
but they have been trained (by
their parents who are still living
in the shadow of World War II
and the Cold War) not to question
the motives of the nation and to
view as subversive anyone who
does. Consequently,, these people
misplace their emphasis and instead of asking the question, "Why
do I have to go?" t to the corrupt
political system in his country,
they ask their dissenting peer (who
if not for his questioning ways,
would be just as
helpless as
they), "If I have to go, why don't
you, you think you're special?"
When one looks at i t from this
perspective, one can readily see
that the "hippie" is fighting to
insure (if not obtain) individual
freedom in the U.S. That is,
he is fighting so that the soldier
will not feel himself a traitor
for asking, "Why?".
It would seem a laudable pursuit
on the part of Miss Griffin to take
it upon herself to learn the other
half of the Viet Nam story. The
more people we counteract the indoctrination of the more our foreign
policy can be made applicable to
the year 1968, instead of the year
1948.

in an essentially non-industrialized country. It is evident that
this man is not a fit ruler for
people of the socio-economic and
sociopolitical conditions extant in
Viet Nam.
One can dismiss Nguen Cao Ky
as easily as Americans would dismiss Benedit Arnold. The traitorous act of fighting for the French
colonizers against his own people
places Ky in virtually the same
category in which Americans place
Arnold.
It is evident that these people
were neither interested in the wellbeing of the people of Viet Nam
nor woul d they represent them.
It is in many places implied in
Miss Griffin's letter that she looks
upon "communism" as a monothic monster and that it is up to us
messiahs to "save the world for
democracy." It has perhaps never occurred to her that the peopleof Viet Nam would have elected
Ho Chi Minh (not "communism")
in the same way that Americans
elected George Washington and not
conservatism. It also has never
occurred to her that socialism may
be more viable socially, economically and politically for the people of Viet Nam (certainly not,
though, Thieux and Ky, who probably have horded money and stashed
it in Swiss banks.) This problem
in Viet Nam has caused a problem
in social relations at home and it
seems as if Miss Griffin has misconstrued that problem and its
implications.
It is implicit (and sometimes
explicit) in Miss Griffin's letter
that there is (or should be) a dichotomy between the people - fighting-to-keep-us-free (the "patrioti c " soldiers) and the people-demonstrating-against-these - goodpeople - and-debilitating - theirmorale (the "anarchistic" hippies)
It should be clear right now that
this is a war of which to present
such a dichotomy would be an abortive quest into sophistry.
For,
while some soldiers are indoctrinated into the Kill-a-Commie-for
Christ way of thinking, some of
them are looking on the other side
of the ledger and seeing that the
war is not a humanitarian pursuit
(unless one would look upon augmenting Premier Thieu'sdictatorial power humanitarian).
Miss Griffin's soldier's lette r
was a prime example of misplaced priorities. If he wants to
fight to insure "freedom and democracy" to a people he doesn't
even have to leave the country there is ample opportunity right in
the United States (e.g., Chicago,
Watts, Newark, Mississippi, Alabama, etc.)
The "hippies" do
recognize the fact that we have a
problem and they try to solve it and

Indignantly yours,
E. G. White

••••••••••••*•••••••••••••

OUTCAST
If you and your boss are mutual irritants, in America you're free to find a
more congenial one. We have thousands of non-government employers.
But when all industry is nationalized,
there's just one employer.
Inevitably, Big Brother assigns you to a
job, a location, even to housing. And if
you don't like it, there's no place to go.
Government regulation of industry is
one thing. Government operation of
industry is another. Another step closer
to Big Brother. Already 202 of U.S.
electric power is produced by Federalized systems. Some want to replace or
duplicate the facilities of investorowned utility companies with Federalized systems. The reasons are obscure.
The reason for opposing any enlargement of Federalized electric power is
clear to anyone who wants more than
one place to go for a job.
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Petal Perfect
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Florida's Electric Companies — Taxpaymg,
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Page Four
(cont. page 1)
been expanisionist
and they
have
extended
their
rule
over most of Southeast Asia and
Siberia. The present Communist
regime has been explicit in defining the U.S. as its greatest
enemy and in stating its intent to
drive the U.S. from the Far East.
It shares with Russia the objectives of international Communism,
although interpreted in its own
fashion. China is rapidly increasing its military power and appears
highly confident of its ability to
survive a major war. Most frightening is the lack of experience
and understanding of other countries in its leadership - conflict
by miscalculation is a very real
threat.

B u r n , B a b y : B l a c k Pow
by Bill Janis

I have a black friend in Boston
who recently told me, "When the
revolution comes, I'll vouch for
you." He was only half jesting.
Many blacks today would not have
said this to any shite y, or if so,
they would have been dead serious
about the revoluation. Clearly, the
black mood of America is militant.
Why? To avoid rambling patronization, essentially the blackman
feels frustrated through years of
abortive efforts at seeking equality, both legally and socially. Not
only does this create a naturaUy
agressive tendency (such euphemMuch has been made of the present ism), but now also emphasizes
rift between Russian and China, militancy as the most pragmatic
and between Russian and increas- ploy to attain equality — unfortingly nationalistic regimes in unately out of fear, but at least
Czechoslovakia and Rumania as equality. Such is the nature of the
decreasing the threat to the West. times.
As to the latter, Russia has made
Aside from the potential violence
it abundantly clear that it will
prevent by force the development and implicit loss concomitant with
of independent foreign policies in militancy, there are other disturb(
ing
aspects to such a policy.
Eastern Europe or any rapproachTo what purpose militancy? Do
ment between that area and
they want to destroy everything
the West.
white and establish black? Are
Interpretation of the future of
they striving for a dichotomy of
Russian-Chinese relations is more
ff*
cultures, necessitating virtually
uncertain. Historical perspective
a split
nation
economically,
leads many to believe that Chinese
socially and politically? If this is
expansion can come only at the the case, it is certainly as racist
expense of Russian Siberia, makas the Wallace, justified or not.
ing conflict on these long bordFor an overdue definition of
ers probable and directing Russian
terms, what is black militancy?
attention to China.
It is exponential to the above picture. It is using force where other
But to base U.S. strategic plantactics fail. Because of pent-up
ning on this hope would be the frustrations, it is using force beheight of irresponsible folly. The
fore other specific tactics may fail.
fact remains that we are dealing
It is immediacy, a kind of release
with two powers whose statedpolicy valve. Black militancy, however,
threatens the U.S.--one has promis not just a means of violently
ised to bury us, the other teaches
doing things. It encompasses the
its children to hate the U.S. as a entire black psyche, intrinsinc
primary patriotic duty. Whatever
within this is the establishment of
their present relations with each
their unique, dignified cultural
other, we, in prudence, must fore- heritage. A cultural heritage from
see the possiblity that they may which he may draw an historic
combine against the U.S. Even
sense of purpose with which to
the most superficial historian will project himself meaningfully into
recall that so unlikely a team as the future.
*J
"Black is beautiful,
Hitler and Stalin found common I am proud to be black." This
variably turns up in the white comcause against Poland in 1939. Much pride and self respect, when emmunity. With a newfound awareof the current conflict within
manated from, cannot but help to,
ness of a rich and distinct culChina
appears to be between in time be reflected back to black.
tural heritage, coupled with an
pro and anti-Russian Factions;
Initially then yes, it is a racist
Mao's death could easily be fol- policy with an eye for an eye a s almost concrete sense of purpose,
black is beautiful. Black helping
lowed by a return of Russia and justification. It also serves howChina to cooperation, at least, in ever, in some undefined way, a s black, they rise together. Cliche
ad infinitum. The balckman will
foreign affairs.
a concrete rally post around which
ad infinitum. The blackman will
not incorporate himself into AmerThus, the U.S. must assume that blacks, especially the youth, unite.
Unite is the keyword. For so long,
ican society until it is possible for
it faces threatswhetherfrom Rusin
many ways, black has been his
him to do this from a dignified
sia or China, acting individually,
position of equality — regarding
or in unison. This assumption, own worst enemy. Especially in the
sense that then a traditional Negro
every nuance of the word.
and the consequent use of resources
strategically,
does not has "made good", he almost inWe a r e , however, inescapably
increase the probability of conflict
brought back to the fact that black
careful identification of vital interests and commitments with proper
pulbicity there to in fact reduces
the chance of war through miscalculation. On the other hand, fuzzy
and uncertain definition,
loose
commitments and misuse of r e sources, as at present, increase
the potential of war. It is to
such a process of identification
that my next article will be addressed.
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Focus o n B l a c k
Education

by Sharon Poynter
of the current trends of
°rie.s political and social scene
M
i awakening of activist tenden,n the part of the students.
£ dawning of awareness can
L dewed from three perspectives:
^national, as in the case of
Ian and French student r e L national, as exemplified by
Columbian crisis; and cultural,
>en in the struggles of AmerBlack students trying to r e i not compromise or cope with
'«Amencan_Way" educational
Black students interviewed
being taken as the crossof Black thought in AmerSome differentiation must
iade in the terms: Negro,
>d, and Black, in order to
l0te a more precise underig of the Black Revolution,
draws much of it's strength
leader-intellectuals like
ilyCarmichael, Eldridge CleLeroi Jones),
term, "Negro", is one of
it. Of course this depends
is "calling the shots".
o:o" is a "White Black",
„compromising with, assimjg, and emulating white values
M mores, but still possessing a
1 of his own peculiar brand of
racial pride—derived from white
European concepts; yet still he is
constantly reminded by America
lathe is Black, different, and can't
.jectallofthe "W/iSP-ish"bene-

"coloured" man, a "Tom",
is one who has no pride in his
llrican heritage, one who is highly
insulted and becomes very indignant when called "Black". He will
invaribly be flattered when others
ce that his nose is not espe:ially Negroid, but just a "little
Diton the short, wide side", (af81 all, he reasons, many white
people have slightly broad noses
d lull lips.)
A Blackman is one who is willing
to initiate change.
He is not
uned to say "I am a man,
a Blackman." Contrary to
coloured man's conception of
', the Blackman sees in his
lips and kinky hair--PRIDE.
a sort of reverse p r e exists in certain segments
| Black society toward light-skinp Blacks, who are viewed as
psimilators". Evidence of this
posity was encountered at Bep-Cookman. The students

Ski Buffs do it!

avidly expressed the opinion that
any Black attending a white school,
by choice , not by necessity is
"selling out."
The
representatives from the
Sandspur were, if not shocked,
modestly
tumbled from their
protective, "WASP-ish" shells,
into a modicum of the sense, the
depth of Black AWARENESS, of
Black WANT, BITTERNESS, and
APATHY or the now intangible absolute, the BLACKMAN.
The Cookman Blacks' dissatisfaction with the educational system was expressed in the following
manner: "I should be educated
to relate to my brothers out there
on the street. Why should I delve
deeply into the "norm" of white
society if I can't relate it to the
"jungle of the ghetto". This entails
double dilemma on the part of the
Black student, in that he is trying
to relate to an educational system
tha t he believes to be irrelevant
t o him, both as a student, and
further as a Blackman.
Not only is the present educational
system alienating and disillusioning students, it has created a more
intense realization of the dichotomy
between society as it is, and society
as it should be. Again the Black
student faces the problem of r e adapting a system impertinent to
his forseeable goal of reaching
and relating to the young Blacks
of the ghetto, and ultimately the
re-education of the "Negro and
coloured" men
In order for the education system
to assume a greater relevance in
relation to the race problem, a
two-way exhange must take place.
This exchange would entail that both
Blacks and whites take part in a
re-structured curriculum which
would include a recognition of the
Blackman's historical significance. For example, everyone is
familiar with Harriet Tubman,
Booker T. Washington, and George
Washington Carver, but no one
knows, about Henrique Christophe,
or Denmark Vesey.
This exclusion from history has
been a significant factor in the
de-personalization of the Blackman. This failure to recognize the
Black personality has resulted in
the negation of his existence as
part of a historical force which
has helped to shape contemporary
social and political implications,
and events.
In order that the society make
relevant progress, the "America-Way" system of education must
be re-evaluated and re-structured.
This is especially important in
considering the American racial
problem which has been perpetuated to a great extent by the lack of
educational relevance.

I have been asked to write a
little something on Black Humor.
I chose the following pieces of
Negro comedy.
They say there was once in Atlanta and Afro-American who made
up his mind to commit suicide,
so he went downtown to the top of
the highest skyscrapter in Georgia. Once at the top of the building, he took off his coat, drew a
deep breath, approached the ledge,
and jumped off. He went hurtling
through the air and was just about
to hit the sidewalk when a white
woman suddenly came around the
corner. The Negro knew he had
better not fall on a white woman
in Georgia, so he curved and went
right back up.
That woman is one of the Lee
sisters - - and her first name is
Ug.

meekly that those in the church
who enjoyed a ruckus were disappointed.
On the day of his
final sermon the edifice was filled. He preached without rancor.
But as the recessional was played
and as he prepared to walk down
the center aisle of the church
and out the door for good, he said,
"Brothers and Sisters, as I go down
the aisle I beg of you take note
of the little sprig of mistletoe
pinned to my coattail.

A solo
Performances
Held Over

In a pullman car a woman saw
a one-legged sailor. Interest and
sympathy aroused, she introduced
herself and' proceeded to ask him
why he had only one leg.
"Well ma'am, I fell one day
over the side of my ship and a
shark came along and grabbed a
hold of my leg."
"Oh, Lord!" cried the woman.
"Then what did you do?"
"I let him have the leg. You
just don't argue with shark."

Rollins students have an excellent opportunity to see one of the
finest theater groups and the only
legitimate theater in Florida, today.
In a special, hold-over performance, the Asolo Theater will
present Moliere's, The Misanthrope, an 1830 drama set in
Paris. The curtain will rise at
11;30 a.m. in Annie Russell.
Tonight, in a regularly scheduled production, the group performes George Bernard Shaw's
"Arms and the Man". Curtain
time is 8:30 p.m.
Both productions have received
critical acclaim, and Rollins students should not miss this chance
to see two truly fine renditions
of these plays.

The pastorate of a large Baptist
church had been vacant for sometime because of evil and disention
in the congregation. But at long
last a minister from another city
was invited to fill the pulpit. Soon,
however, the congregation turned
against th e new pastor, and r e quested, just as they had of previous ministers, his resignation.
Without a word the good man complied.
In fact, he complied so

^^^^^^^kkW
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Upon closing I would like to say
this little prayer:
Dear God:
We ain't what we ought to be.
We ain't what we gonna be.
We ain't what we wanta be
But, thanks God,
We ain't what we use to be.
A. A. A. . .MEN.
by
Byron Gregory Moore
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A Thousand Wonders a n d a Three Day Ccllase of t e a u t i f u l Music
MONDAY, DEC.30-lpm-10pm

SATURDAY, DEC.28*lpm-10pm
Jose Feliciano • Country Joe and the Fish •
Buffy Sainte Marie • Chuck Berry • The Infinite
McCoys • John Mayall's Bluesbreakers •
Booker T. a n d T h e M.G.'S. • Dino V a l e n t e *
Fleetwood Mac
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Warm Tropical Sun and a Full Miami Moon; Meditation
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"...The Southland Gave Birth to the Blues
by Charles Morton and
Dwight Higgs
The word "Soul" is often used
in discussing and describing popular music of today. Yet it is also
one of the most misunderstood
and loosely used words of our time.
It is a word that is associated
almost exclusively with AfroAmerican music and much has
been spoken about it.
But still
the public has not the least idea
of what this music really is.
The purpose of this article is to
point out the lack of understanding
of the elements of soul music,
and at the same time demonstrate
th e true significance of its existence.
First one should point out that this
word needs not to be defined per
se as there is no true and exact
meaning for the word "soul" in

this case. Words may be loosely
used and there is no point in
starting a quarrel over words.
This merely contributes to the
lack of understanding of soul music.
It must not be forgotten, as it
often
is, that soul music was
created by the Black people-more
precisely by the Negroes of the
United States. We have here one
reason for the extraordinary lack
of comprehension of authentic soul
music. When soul music has succeeded in reaching the public, it
has been the music of another race.
When confronted with this music,
the white race has found itself
bewildered. This does not mean
that white people are incapable
of understanding soul music. But
in general the Black man is more
appreciative^ for while the Black

Still Using Black and

man ha s an instinctive feeling
for this music, white people approach it with resistance and adopt
it very slowly.
Right away I can hear the objection: "What do we need Negro
music for?
We who are civilized, why should we interest ourselves in the music of savages?"
Let us assume , merely for the
purpose of argument that Negroes
are savages.
Then in what way
would the music of savages be
inferior to that of civilized men?
At the risk of stirring up many
prejudices, one cannot refrain from
saying that there is no reason why
civilization should necessarily imply progress so far as music is
concerned. Thus there is no valid
reason to condemn soul music
because it was created by the
Negroes.

Another reason for the lack of
understanding the soul sound is
because of the peculiar beat. In
soul music, the second and fourth
beats of the measure are accented.
Most contemporary music
places emphasis on the first and
third beat of the measure. Why
this peculiarity, no one knows.
Soul music has its origin in Black
slavery, evolving through many
different styles before reaching its
present state.
These styles are
the spiritual sound, which was
more common among the Black
slaves of America, the jazz sound,
and the blues sound. All of these
styles can be found in almost
every soul sound that is recorded
today.
They combine to form a
history of the black man, revealing his inner self and " R e a l S o u l . "
Consequently, it is easy to understand how fake soul, which is so

common today, m k
tected.
Some white
have
tried to ftDriJf
sound and have done s,fully
But white n, .
for the most part not fail
the original blues, and ^
ation they derive from J
of the Black man is s J
It then follows*that th?
of Aretha Franklin, Ja^.1
Otis Redding, and such
groups as the Supreme^
Temptations can bey
sound but not in «j
The "Real Soul" is (U
of a people, which is J
why the sound of "sou
significant in our time
the history of a great J
J a m e s Brown sings -«i
AND A PROUD" race. '

W i l l This Be
Winning Pair?)

White

Mass Media Short Changes The Negro
E. G. White
The man ( and I use the term
guardedly) shuffles into the room.
He is black but he is greasy
black, an anomaly. He has kinky
hair, mussed up to look slovenly.
He shuffles up to an immaculately
dressed white man and when he
speaks, his parlance can most aptly
be called a vulgarization of English:
Sambo: Massa, whe' ya gon sen'
me?
Sam: You've been a bad boy,
Sambo, and I'm going to send you
to the graveyard to break you.
Sambo-. Please suh, Massa suh,
don' sen' ole Sambo to da graveyahd, ah been a good boy. Ah
been wukkin heah fuh thutty yuhs
an' ah ain' nebba cause no trouble!
The immaculately dressed Negro
glided fluidly into the room to talk
to his white colleague. His manner
is suave, his speech impeccable:
Negro:
I must be successful
in this ope ration tonight. My career
depends on it.
Colleague (hand on Negro's shoulder):
Jack, you can do it. You
graduated from Tulane summacum
laude, your record is still a singular achievement at their medical
school, you won every fellowship
available, you've lectured on brain
transplants in 150 countries. All
this and you're only 23 — what more
can you ask?
Negro: I want to show your people
that we are deserving of equality,
also.
The first of those dialogues could
have conceivably taken place in
1928, while the latter would be
typical of today. They both deal
with Black-White relations and they
both make the salient mistake of
looking at The Negro. That is,
they all tend to treat the Black
man as an abstract - a non personality.
The movie industry has come a
long way since D. W. Griffiths,
"Birth of a Nation," in which the
Black "personality" was pictured
as inept and corrupt (which are
mildly descriptive words of what

the movie did convey) and the
Klan was seen as the savior of the
South. This movie set a pattern
which was adhered to (with some
variations) until the 40's.
The
. pattern was thei\ portrayal of the
Black
man (and I mean black
Man) as totally inept, lazy and
totally undesirable.
Even in Walt Disney's cartoons
when he portrayed a line of kittens the little black kitten was
such a goof-off that he could not
stay in line. To Black people
this was a not-too-subtle racist
lampoon of the Negro in general.
To whites it may have been something they just looked at and laughed off. But this is only because
television and the movie was saturated with subtle race-oriented
humor.
The portrayal of the Black Man
as an abstract is different from the
portrayal of any of the foreign
immigrants. The Jews, Italians,
an d Poles are all lampooned but
they still retain their personality.
Because the American Black man
was depersonalized (by America),
he has never been depicted as a
person.
So that whenever mass
media depicts the Negro, it has no
choice but to picture the actor
as the Negro Race, by proxy.
With the advent of the new, improved "Supernigger" (those roles
played by Sidney Poitier), mass
media treatment" of the Black man
has assumed the semblance of a
two -edged sword. On the one side
(of the same movie actor) is the
Negro-as-he-should-be to whites:
honest, clean-cut, hair cut short
(to show the waves in it), d r e s s e s
in a business suit and bearing no
resentment about the racial situation in this country (in fact,
trying harder than the white man to
keep away from the subject), on the
other side of the sword is the
Negro-playing-as - white to Negroes: (no hint of Blackness, doesn't
like to wear Afros, spoils his
waves), never "gets clean" r^i.e.
dressed flashily), and thinks like a
white liberal (i.e. the situation is
bad but have faith in its getting
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better).
The two-edged swaord analogy
can be taken a step further: the
Black man is portrayed as superhuman, which is good in a way,
but he is not portrayed as a Black
man, which is bad.
With the advent of the Black
Cultural Revolution, the AfroAmerican switched his emphasis in
regard to mass media potrayal of
the Black Man. That is, he ceased
to worry about how the white man
would "accept" him, but how he
sees himself.
In other words,
he began to shape his own image.
Hence, ' "soul b r o t h e r " , "black
is beautiful",
and,
when the
Black man began to realize that
he also, is a political force in
this country,
"Black Power"-.
Along with the Black man's shaping his own image came a differential way to viewing racial
designation* "Colored" came to
be synonymous with "Uncle T o m " ,
" N e g r o " came to be derogatorily
applied to a Black man oriented
to the mores and values of the
white middle class while
contemptouously rejecting his own
blackness, and "Black m a n " is
now taken as one who realizes
that he also has a culture and
heritage to build from and that
there is a dichotomy between his
values and those prevalent in middle-class America, and so he works toward employing those that are
efficacious for his purposes.
This Revolution is going through
Nationalistic stages and this can
clearl y be seen in the transition that has taken place in black
MUSIC, Looking back to the 50's,
it was all "love me, kiss me,
Shoo-bop-de-de." Today, you find
records on the market like James
Brown's "I'm Black
and I'am
P r o u d " , Nicky Lee's "Black and
Beautiful" and, the Impressions'
"We're Rolling On", "We're a
Winner" and "This is My Countr y " in which the allusions to the
racial situation are quite explicit.
Whites often ask whether the "Soul
B r o t h e r s " image isn't also treating us as a conglomerate. The
answer, most simply, would be that
while it may be treating our image
a bit holistically, it is an image
Blacks made for themselves - - i t
wasn't made by some white who
"understands Negroes". Whites
look upon themselves as Americans

HOT DOGS

BEST SUB SANDWICHES
EAT IN OR TAKF OUT
Call 647-9099

ANYWHERE

LUGGAGE CENTER
204 Park Avenue, N
W i n t e r Park

(flag-waving, apple pie) but deplore
the picture of Americans portrayed
by the Russians (greedy, c a p i t a l istic).
This is analogous to our
Soul Brothers in that the American
retains
his personality to the
American just as a Soul Brother
retains his personality to a Soul
Brother.
It is only to outsiders
that the composite personality p r e sents itself and this is engendered by the lack of understanding
of the subject in question on the
p a r t of outsiders.

KAPPA DELTA PI
INITIATES THREE

The first annual MissLep|
will take place in I
Tuesday, December 10ail
The contest is - being s|
by Phi Delta Theta fort
of providing additional I
the Rollins Coffee House,!
ants, in the competition^
inated from the sororife
a r e Jamie Vogel,
Gamma Phi; Cathy 1
presenting Pi Phi; HollyIj
p re se nting Kappa; DonnilJ
presenting Phi Mu; Lyni"
representing Theta; Jw
representing Alph Phi;
kins, representing Chid

The Lambda Kappa Chapter of
Kappa Delta Pi, the honor society
in education initiated three Rollins
undergraduates November 4.
Dr. Marshall M. Wilson, Chapter Counselor presided in the Chapel ceremony which welcomed Gail
Greene, Carol Skodje, and Barbara
Sobel into the society.
Members of the Society are elected by vote of the chapters because of high records and an exhibited professional attitude which
would enable one to grow in the
field of education.

Federal

Career

Conference

in Di

All Seniors interested t|
employment and who are j
to be in the Washington ij
Christmas are urged
vantage of this opporti
tails may be obtained hi
ment and Financial
Carnegie Hall.

The Civil Service Commission is
sponsoring a Federal Career Opportunities Conference to be held
in Washington, D.C., December
27 and December 30. More than
30 federal agencies will be r e presented by recruiting personnel
ready to discuss Federal C a r e e r s .

Free Film and Bonus Pri
ft

Buy a roll, get a roll free
when picking up finished^
FREE wallet/size
Bonus H
from
Kodacolor
12 e x p . 3J4x3/ 2 size

(Lolanx al
;

5;
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Views On
Local Race
Relations
By

Afro-American — Fashions
By Anita Thomas

Bernard Myers

iinferParlcareal fin d the genf i atmosphere conservative, with
^ i n c r e a s i n g feeling of race
usnessinthe Black commThis is sparked by expert s gained through the process
It -integration/' The latter term
placed in quotes because it is
letimes made synonomous with
Lterms tokenism and assimilatoin in the wrong context,
in many cases integration of Neatas into white environments has
L alleviated any of the existing
,iCial tensions, but on the conjryit has brought about feelings
distrust and hatred by one or
rib parties. In the early stages
integration many minor incidits occurred such as fights be}0 black and white individuals
from intentional offens,. name -calling. In some injnoces, Negroes are accepted by
j e associates as merely anp individual; sometimes the
:es of early home-training
(•ostentatiously displayed and,
|her cases, there are those
Is who exhibit an attitude of
idice merely to be accepted
te "gang" or the in-crowd,
cause they don't want social osacismfrom their biased colleagk
|o validate my earlier mentionof the conservatism of this
rea in general, I will cite only a
facts: last school term one
he Black students attending
|bis college was not permitted to
olf at a local country club,
was due to failure of one of
Ie local youth centers to allow
membership; and the popularity of George Wallace not only
e citizens driving pick-up
and clothed in bright colored shirts, dungarees, cowboy
and hats, but also the wellto-do upper middle class is another
pgn of this conservatism. If these
•are not convincing enough, what
|could you say about an area where
rally was held in a public
icily during the day while memers stood outside issuing pam•htets in the road?
The race riots in other parts of
he country had a peculiar effect
on whites with businesses in this
ar
«a in Black communities, and
some
employers outside the Black
immunity, even though there has
P been a large scale riot in Or0 noteworthy of national news.
_ * riots made many whites
pcious of every black man
itcame n e a r
their business. I
nk
that the suspicion had al1 ^ n present in a latent
ln
these businessmen, but
•needed some definite reason
.Wceable.
i t he s u s P i c i °ns publicly

(

I think that suspicions of the motives of the white individual are most
evident in the youth of the Black
community. When certain former
high school classmates and other
friends of mine at home heard of
my joining a fraternity whose memb e r s were white, the first reaction I received from them was that
I had been converted into a "Whiti e " and had been assimilated into
white society. Others thought that
I had been accepted merely as a
"token" to show the white man's
altruism toward the Negro. Many
of my friends had expected me to
join a fraternity at a local black
college even though I wasn't attending that college.
Many of these comments had come
from friends who had attended
predominantly white institutions of
learning.
In a large number of
cases these individuals had become more militant in their thinking after attending the predominantly white colleges and universities in which the Negroes had
formed their own social groups
on campus. Instead of the loss
of my black identity as had been
thought by some of my friends,
I have an increase of Black pride
and my identity as a Black individual has not been diminished.
This is not generally understood
by members of the Black community in a city such as Orlando
for the consensus of most of my
local black associates is that whites
are generally "bigots who only
want to misuse Blacks."
This gives you a little insight into
the local race relations as experienced by a member of the
Black community. A more complete picture of the situation could
be obtained through an interview
with an interested member of the
white community only if he would
speak from a truthful and constructive point of view.

Announcements
Many summer positions with the
Florida Board of Parks are available for college students. Students
interested in working in the state
parks should contact the Placement
and Financial Aids Office before
leaving for Christmas vacation.
Financial Aid Applications for the
1969-70 year are now available
in the Placement and Financial
Aids office in Carnegie Hall. Deadline for filing the application is
February 1, 1969. It is recommended that the necessary forms
be obtained prior to the end of
this term since parents must complete an essential part of the application.

Thanks for your business . . .

B

ALDWIN HARDWARE, COMPANY
ACROSS FROM C O L O N Y

(r^^o^uo^

THEATRE

&vety*t "Wood
READING

DYNAMICS

INSTITUTE

The last presentation of the Films
Committee this term is a double
feature. First to be seen Sunday
night is one of the films that has
contributed to making the 1960's
a new era in Czech cinema: a
freedom of artistic expression that
has burst forth on the western
nations almost overnight. "Loves
of a Blond" is Milos Froman's
fourth film, but the first to be
released in the United States. It
is the simple but bittersweet account of a few days in the life of
an insignificant, rather plain young
factory girl's life, told in a refreshing documentary- like comic,
but touching way. Froman has an
acute sense of observation and uses
humor to reinforce the reality of
his tale about a girl who is seeking
a glorious and everlasting love,
but instead has a few days with a
musician who deserts her.
"Seven Authors In Search of a
Reader", which won the Silver Bear
Award at the Berlin Festival in
1965, is a Dutch short. The illusions in this brillant production to
the painter Seurat and the playwright Pirandello suggest something about the nature of the film.
It is a fantasy on the theme of
the relationship between the author
and his public. This film was
presented last year to Rollins students only and was received very
well; it was a basis for discussion
for some time. "FilmNews" said:
"It is brillantly constructed and
executed with many ingenious
touches . . .one of the finest products from a country already distinguished in the art of the short
film. . .the film owes almost as
much to the ballet as to the cinema.

La "seduction"

The Afro-American fashion parade is marching through every
major city in the United States.
The cry for Black Unity and Black
Identity is seen in hair styles
and in dress. The cry is "go
natural," "let's go back. . .,"
''wear your Dashika." (dah-shekah)
Young black males are letting
their hair grow and the majority
of black females are awakening
to the trend of the Afro-look.
('Fro, natural or bush, means no
hot comb and curl free).
Foremost among the Afro-fashions is the Dashika with sensuous
lines and an infinite array of violent, soul-searching colors - bright
yellow, bottle green, electric blue,

mellow red and beautiful black
are the dominant hues of the Blackmans' "garb". Because of the
white Americans' pigmentations,
they lack the rich skin tones which
accentuate
the Dashika. This
makes the Dashika the garment of
the Blackman.
Playing an important role on the
Afro-fashion scene are the large
shaped earrings, metal and wood
necklaces, and the brass bracelets.
These items compliment and highlight the Afro-outfits.
The new hair styles and dress
are answering the long awaited
pleas of the Black Americans.
An appreciation for his own culture
and a realization that black can be
beautiful without white overtones
is being experienced in 1968.

_

The fine art of la seduction, as
the French so delicately put it,
or the "knack", as the British
prefer it, is wittily, wackily, hilariously illustrated in the feature
Parents' Weekend will be held the all-college picnic, and a banpresentation of the Films ComFebruary
7,8,9 in 1969. This an- quet Saturday night. Special Chapel
mittee tonight in Crummer at 8
nual
affair
will include a Golf Services will be held Sunday
p. m. on Thursday, Dec. 12th.
Tournament, the Annual Parents' morning followed by A Coffee at
"The Knack" is absolute nonAssociation Meeting, a Breakfast, Morse Gallery.
sense -- unpredictable, joyful, ecstatically and wildly imaginative
in its fun as Ray Brooks (who
has the knack) tries to teach his
pal Michael Crawford (who hasn't),
using naive, suspicious Rita Tushingham, fresh from the country
as the gal upon who to demonstrate his knock 'em dead, shemmo
strate
his knock
'em dead,
whammo technique. This r i o t Come in and Order Your Holiday Citrus Fruit
ously candid slapstick movie won
the Best Picture award at the
NOW . . .
Cannes Film Festival in 1965 and
the Grand Prize of 1965 for the
W e mail GIFTS l:Fte Imported Candies and
Best Picture by the Belgian Film
Cookies • Florida Marmalades and Jellies,
Critics.
and the f a m o u s Fanny Farmer Candies
• Cheese Assortments and Florida Candies

Parents' Weekend

Last Call
FOR CITRUS GIFT SHIPPING

Manuscript Typing
GRADUATES OF EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS.
1
is finally going to be more useful than ever before. In
•ion for classes in your school we are compiling a list of
es
- Call 645-0907 and leave your name.
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als,- general uping
REASONABLY PRICED

644-6532

•

COME IN TOMORROW!

331 i - A R K A V E N U E . S O U T H

•

WINTER

PARK
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by Richard Betz
•Sblood, I have confessed me thy friend,
And would not fain deceive thee, gentle reader;
Nay, never have I yerked and tilted lies
Into thy face, nor oft provided facts
That thou couldst ne'er in all thy life englut,
Nor ever have I said those things not proble to
Thy thinking, as some swag-bellied caitiffs have.
Alas, 'twas but a short seenight ago
That certain cozening coxcombs did their best
To make you think a friend of mine as ass.
I knew him personal, this wight I ago,
A noble, gentle, honest man ne'er walked
The surface o' the misunderstanding world.
Think not upon these words as hollow bubbles,
Or fond paradoxes born of unstable mind:
For I knew him personal, this wight I ago.
Certain portents wereseen upon the stage
E'en in the very beginning of their play;
Aye, Michael Levin, as Iago fair,
Did make it seem that civil gentlemen
A man accostomed to a ruffian life was,
A man accostomed to a life of war,
A man accostomed to the halberd's point,
A crude and mannerless knave a-choked with choler.
But this was not the case! Be thus assured,
Iago never quaffed the evil cup,
Nor did he harm intentional at all.
A man of th' arts, Iago once told me
He'd dedicated all his life and soul
To make more perfect all that he would say
And all that he would do, and there's the fun,
The boundless joy of instigation.
And thus Iago sought to make men move;
And if they move toward truth, say, what's the harm?
Methinkest it not noble Iago's fault,
That ones like th' unlucky Moor, Othello true,
Married to a wretch, an evil strumpet daw
(Played nicely by Miss Katherine McGrath),
Once listing to his words of honesty
And truth, should thus enraged haste-posthaste
Prepare a feast for maggots in the earth.
Othello, noble Moor, as innocent
. In ways of courtly love as he was sure
A timorous and starting fighting man,
Did take Iago's words too heavily,
And when he realized that his love was dead,
Iago's faithless wife adorning his ears
With all her husbands idle faults, he turned
And ruthlessly, unknowing, smote his friend.
Herb Davis ne'er played a truer part,
Than that of th'innocent and unjust Moor.
Methinkest that the most remembered scenes
Are those in which Iago freely wheeled
About the clever structure of the stage,
Enshroud'd in a veil of misty green.
'Twas marvelful the way in which it showed
The clever inward workings of his mind.
But, yea, it grew quite late, methinks the tragedy
Had not been play'd until close to odd-even
Affined to the actors, for their skill,
We all gave vent to raucous general applause.
But those of thee who seated were that night
Within the hollow maw of Annie Russell,
Must certainly have, with little denotement found
Iago to have received the greatest thunder;
Which haply showeth one that there was great
Affection for the noble character
Which artful and exalted William Shakespeare
Hath preserved 'gainst the tide of time
In short, my friend, my gentle reader wight
'Twas certainly a polished, talented play
And would have been great more so had those players
Sought to make Iago as he was:
A noble, honest, clever artisan.
And thus befell upon my mazzard the task
Of, without prejudice, and will all truth,
This heavy act with heavy heart relating

t

fl

Dr. Fairbanks, Director of Far
Eastern Studies at Harvard has
appeared before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee many
times and has spent a number of
years in China. He is considered to be the foremost authority in the United States today.
Dr. Fairbank's views on China

differ from those of the present
administration
in that he feels
that Red China should be recognized in the United Nations. He
feels this way because the Soviets
rather than the Chinese
are supplying aid to North Vietnam.
China is not an expansionist, imperialist country and

should not be recognized^
Dr. Fairbanks is of the"
ion
that we should not I
Vietnam and does not
the Domino Theory \
that the United States to!
mitted itself to a course <
politics.

Dear Editor:
During the course of an informal president-faculty meeting r e c ently, one of my colleagues made
a comment which I feel to be so
salient to
our College that I
would like to give it wider a i r ing . In essence he pointed out
that the administrative power structure under which the faculty
now finds itself has in large measure resulted from years of faculty indifference. Faced with the
responsibility of keeping the Col
lege going, the Dean has in many
ways been forced to take "the
bull by the horns" time after
time. In my estimation this has
caused
him to spread himself
extremely thin. Inevitably this has
had to affect the capability and
efficiency of the man and his office.
Now there are many faculty members who will be offended by my
implication here, and rightly so.
Some can hardly be considered to
be apathetic to the responsibilities that are ours as a faculty
of the College. But somehow, as
a body, we have not kept ourselves as informed as we might, we
have too often too quickly criticized programs we have voted to
put into operation, and I am afraid that there have been times
when we have been more concerned with impressing each other than
taking
the greater view as to
where we are headed as an institution of education. The thing
that I am thankful for concerning
all of this is that we have been

able to regroup, admit to ourselves and openly that it's a "bad
scene," and move together to straighten out our problems.
The question I now wish to ask
i& what are the students willing
to do about keeping the student
government of our College society
from "deteriorating"into the hands
of an essentially faculty-administration power structure? The Sandspur and a few students have tryed to send up warning flares, but
all the reaction they seem to get
is, "Too piercing, man, too pie-

rcing". Hopefully there...
with the new year an unpre"
ed opportunity for studenti
vement in numerous m
a r e a s of the College. The p
I wish to make is that i|
too late for the students L
responsibilities which arei
fully theirs. It seems tot
there is something to bey
from
the faculty situation.]
don't we all try to pro
this?
Sincerely,
Dr. George T.

OF WINTER PARK
WINTER PARK MALI
WINTER PARK. FLORIDA

m ^motx.' ^r,Kabtnsrm> &ho iwamterwetMii,
im author for several iea b.ma Jndisft. wok
.fit arie^mer
aac\(Ui£%Iaru* arm ''Snow'
ri&u?1^ crurapeH *ui be server! &U ore im
to *h» event *bcm*eretx bytrie £n$tohfi*|w

T h e H o m e of that
E x t r a Cleaning Touch

"MR. COLOR TV"
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(Graham d?mtt*
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W e A r e M o s t Anxious To Serve Y^

BILL BAER
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With sincere respect,
Your humble and obedient scribe
Roderigo.

CENTRAL FLORIDA'S
LARGEST SELECTION
OF TAPES & RECORDS

Jeter JUbttBOti

DELUXE TWO
RECORD SET
*
*
*
*

JOHNNY MATHIS
RAY CONIFF
ARETHA FRANKLIN
PERCY FAITH

'CWkek? Cleaning (<; an -Ant'

R«9 5.77

SALE 4.77

The Chi Omega Sorority staged a
most successful fashion "show last
Tuesday n i R n t P i c t u r e d fa c i n d y
Burke wearing the latest in pants
suits- Nehru influence of course!

ONE BLOCK FROM CAMP1]
ON PARK AVENUE
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Representation Debated
Delay's Student House
of
Twas again the
^ ^scene
^
u discussion on afar-reachJ I h in the field of Studentrelationships.
Robert
- behalf of the College
L o n Committee, introL revised Student RepreTon Faculty Committees
I and much debate and d i s | o then ensued This new pro^ B o r a t e s three signifianges from the original
Instead of being appointee president of the Student
H
the Lower Court
nan and the Speaker of the
applicants for these positbe interviewed by this
•mittee, w n i c n w o u l d t h e n
ate candidates to run in camelections for these

quiries could
. . .be made by the members
the Student
Association
on
q u i n eof
s could
be made
by the memany matters of interest or concern.
Finally, instead of one representative for each committee, the Student
Representation
committee
would be^ given the perogative and
authority to negotiate with the
Faculty on numbers of Students
per committee as well as on common problems.
This request, in the form of a
Bylaw Amendment, was presented
at last Monday's meeting of the
Faculty by members of the College Reevaluation Committee and
was favorably received. Discussion will resume in the House on
Monday evening and, if the proposal were approved, it would be then
sent to the Council for action
and finally to the Faculty for its
consideration.
The text of the bill is as follows:
REVISED STUDENT REPRESENTATION ON FACULTY COMMITTEES PROPOSAL

To Amend by Deletion and Addition:
R. S. A. Bylaws Art. VI
Subsection F of Section 3 would be
Dover. Del. © 1 9 6 8 International Playte

deleted and a new Section 4 would
be added.
4. Student
Representation on
Faculty Committees.
A. There shall be voting student
representation on the following
Committees of the Faculty:
Faculty-Administration
Admissions
Academic Standing
Financial Aid and Scholarships
Library
Inter-Collegiate Athletics
Curriculum.
B.
These representatives shall
be selected in the following manner: The Chairman of the Student
Representation Committee shall
accept applications one week after
the conclusion of elections for the
Student - Faculty - Administration
Council.
Applications are open
to all members of the Student
Association. Subsequently, interviews shall be held by the Student
Representation Committee chairman in combination with the Lower Court nominating Committee to
select for each position the two
most qualified applicants. Then
these two candidates shall run in
a campus-wide election supervised
by the Standards Committee. The
winner for each position shall then
become a representative to the
respective faculty committees.
C. These representatives shall
have the following duties:
1.
Attend all meetings of the
Faculty Committee to which they
are elected except during the consideration of matters dealing exclusively with a single individual
and participate in the discussions
and deliberations of the Committee.
2. Communicate information from
the Student Association and the
Student House to the Faculty Committees 'on matters of interest and
concern.
3. Be a member of the Student
Representation
Committee and
participate in the Public Hearing
held by the Committee.
4.
Be responsible for any additional duties assigned by the

Student Association or Faculty.
Student
, IPO,.„I*„
D. The Achairman
Student
S «v.. a K«n of „ the
Representation Committee shall
negotiate with the Faculty as to the
number of student representatives
per committee as well as on any
problems that arise in the implementation of this plan. The Chairman shall work in behalf of and in
cooperation with the Student Representation Committee and the
Student Association.
Drafted by Robert L. Glass
College Reevaluation Committee
BYLAW AMENDMENT
To Amend by Addition-. R. S. A.
Bylaws; Article VI; Section 1 Addition of new Subsection (F)
F. Student Representation Committee. This committee shall be
composed of all student representatives on all Faculty Committees. The Chairman of this committee shall be appointed by the
Lower Court nominating committee from among the members of the
Student Association with the approval of the House and then the
Council. He shall assist in the
selection of all student representatives, carry on negotiations with
the Faculty on representation and
committee problems, and regularly
report to the House of the Student
Association. The committee shall
hold biweekly public hearings to
provide an open forum at which
opinions and suggestions may be
received and questions asked to
be relayed to the appropriate Faculty Committees. The representatives of the Curriculum Committee shall have special responsibilities to collect opinions, suggestions, and other comments.
Drafted by Robert L. Glass
College Reevaluation Committee
BYLAW AMENDMENT
The purpose of this amendement
would be to permit any member
of the Student Association (not
solely House members) to become
chairman of a Committee in the
House.
To amend by Substitution Article
4 Section 1-A delete "House (with

the possible exception of the
«,«
™,.no„
™
Chairman
of the Finance
Committee) " and add "Student Association". To Amend by Substitution
Article 6 Section 1 preamble delete "The Chairman of the Student
Body at large. All other committee chairmen shall be appointed
by the Speaker of the House from
among the members of the House."
and add "The chairmen of all
committees (with the exception o f
the Traffic Committee) shan be
appointed by the Speaker of the
House from the Members of the
Student Association. Any committee chairman
accumulating
three (3) unexcused absences from
the House shall be subject to dismissal by the House."
Robert L. Glass
Constitution
and Bylaws Committee.
BYLAW AMENDMENT CREATION
OF FACULTY AND ADMINISTRATION EVALUATION
To Amend by Addition: R. S. A.
BYLAWS; Article VI; Section 1
Addition of new Sub Section (E)
E. Faculty and Administration
Evaluation Committee.
This committee shall consist of
a student chairman and as many
additional members as the chairman considers
necessary
to
accomplish the work of the committee.
Each term, this committee shall initiate, compile, and
make available for the Student
Association an evaluation of all
courses offered at Rollins College.
In addition, the committee shall
prepare an evaluation of individual professors in the courses they
teach. An evaluation shall also be
made of the Administration, concerned principally with the Student
Deans, the Dean and President of
the College, and general practices
and policies of the Administration.
These evaluation Surveys
shall include all relevant statistical and other data as well as
a written report of summary and
conclusions from th° data collected.
Drafted by Robert L. Glass
College Reevaluation Committee

Movie Review: Strangled Society?
By Wendell Smith
What would you expect from a
movie entitled THE BOSTON
STRANGLER?~-Perhaps several
bloody murders, a rape or two,
vengeance-seeking police officers,
a wild maniac running through dark
alleys breaking into houses and
strangling people to death. The
title of the movie certainly gives
one this impression, but the movie
is not what you might expect.
THE BOSTON STRANGLE R is a
breath of fresh air in movies
dealing with violence.

Playtex* invents the first-day tampon
(We took the inside out
to show you how different it is.)
Outside: it's softer and silky {not cardboardy).
Jaside: it's so extra absorbent... it even protects on
yourfirstday. Your worst day!
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kind...
tne Playtex tampon was always more absorbent.
J-ctually 45% more absorbent on the average
wan the leading regular tampon.
T because it's different. Actually adjusts to you.
lowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every
psideinch of you. So the chance of a mishap
£ almost zero!
^ ^ ^

^ % the past? 6

plapbx
tampons

THE BOSTON STRANGLE R is,
on the surface, the story of Albert
de Salvo, the self-confessed Boston
Strangle r, who killed eleven women
before he was apprehended. It is
a true story—the people and
events are all based on fact. But
it is a searching drama of not only
his mind but of our society as well.
It is not so much concerned with
the violent murder of eleven women as with the violence that threatens all of our lives. It is
not a story where the good guys
hunt down the bad guy and where
so-called justice prevails in the
end.
In the movie, as in life,
no one is all good or all bad and
seldom is true justice accomplished.
Albert de Salvo was a typical
family man. He has a loving wife
and children and looked as normal
as you or I. The only difference
was that there were two people
within him---the normal man and
the one that compelled him to stran-

gle eleven women. He was not
aware of this other sublimated personality so, consequently, he had no
idea that he was the Boston Strangle r. Some outside stimulus would
trigger the sublimated personality
into action and then he would return
to normal without any knowledge
of what he had done. When he was
finally apprehended and made to
realize this other side of himself
it was too much for him to bear.
He was no longer a human being,
but only a shell to be locked in
a mental hospital, where he presently is. You cannot help but
wonder who is actually re sponsible
for the crimes that he committed?
Can we try him for the murder of
those eleven women? Is he really
guilty?
This intensely realistic and

thought-provoking movie makes
you aware that this criminal is
not the normal stereotype. He is
outwardly normal but very sick
mentally. So how are we going to
spot him before he does harm?
As you view the menagerie of perverted suspects that the policemen
encounter in searching for the
Boston Strangler you become more
aware of our society. We have
many people in our society who
desperately need help--who are
perhaps on their way to becoming
Boston Stranglers.
Tony Curtis stars in the role of
Albert de Salvo, along with Henry
Fonda as the chief investigator.
Mr. Curtis gives a superb performance, and I am sure you will
hear of it again when the Academy
Award nominations are announced.

Reliable Cleaners, Inc.
IN
140

FRONT OF CAMPUS
WEST FAIRBANKS

TOP QUALITY
CLEANING

NO EXT.1A. CHARGE
FOR 1 DAY SERVICE

ALTE RATIONS

i COMPLETE LAUNDRY
SERVICE

FREE MINOR
REPAIRS

SEASONAL STORAGE

Friday, DeCeinbp
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Its right there Murph!

Not quite a goal

R E G I S T E R ED

DIAMOND

RINGS

JOHN GLENN
Jeweler
11 N

Cliff Livingston outjumps opponent

O R A N G E AVE.

TELEPHONE 241.4919

Willie uses his head

CLEAN SWEEP FOR
TARS AT HOMECOMING

The first annual Rollins Homecoming, November 30, 1968 will
long
be remembered
by the
Rollins Family. The day started
at 2 p. m., when the greatest soccer team in Rollins history whipped
Stetson, 7-0. This team concluded
its season with a very impressive
9-1-2 record. Then, six hours
later, the Rollins basketball team
started the season in the beautiful
new Enyart-Alumni Field
House . By 9:45, Rollins College
chalked up its second victory of
the day, a 77-72 win over the
Stetson Hatters.
The game began slowly with the
Hatters jumping to an early 5-2
lead at the 17 minute mark. The
tempo began to pick up as the
teams traded baskets several
times. At 13:10, Larry Martinez
tipped in a rebound to give the
Tars a lead that they held for the
rest of the game. Rollins continued to score in a streak as Cliff
Livingston, Rich
Westfal, and
Frank Valenti all scored field
goals.
The score was 16-8 at
that point.
Stetson began to fight back at
7:20, when they employed a fullcourt press. The press was not
terribly effective, but the Hatters'
shooting improved for a short time
as Boone and Gillum provided the
punch which decreased the Tars
lead to 3 points. Finally, the
Tars held the Hatters' charge off,
managing to leave the court at
half with a 32-27 advantage.
Rollins' offensive machine went
into full gear in the second half
as the Tars were ahead byasmuch
as 16 points. Rich Westfal was
one of the hot shooters in that
drive as he scored 7 points in six

minutes. Frank Valenti was another, as he added 6 points.
At 13:00 , Stetson again went to
a full-court press. This time the
Hatters gained a quick basket as
a result of the press and then
caused several other turn-overs
that lead to baskets. The Tars,
while hurt by the press, continued
to lead by 10 points. They were
aided in their cause when jumping
Ken Shouwers fouled out with 7
minutes to play. Showers had
been hurting Rollins greatly as he
had 15 rebounds before leaving
Rollins was hurt by the foul later, too. At 6:22, Cliff Livingston
fouled out, as did Jim Murphy at
4:32, and Dwight Higgs followed
with 4:04 remaining. With these
good rebounders out, Stetson began
a strong finish as they scored
7 points in 2 minutes, which reduc-

ed the once large Rollins' lead to
7 points. Finally, the Tars held
on in the last four exciting minutes to win 77-72.
The high scorers for Stetson were
Boone, 21, and Gillum, 16. Cliff
Livingston hit for 17 points and
8 rebounds for Rollins. Larry Martinez scored 16 points, while sharring rebounding honors for Rollins
with Jim Murphy. They collected
11 rebounds each. Rollins' Rich
Westfal and Frank Valenti contributed double figures, 13 and 12
repectfully.
The Tars outshot Stetson from the
field 48 percent to 33 percent,
while Stetson lead from the foul
line, 71 percent to 58 percent.
Both teams were hurt by fouls
as 51 fours were whistled out.
Five players fouled out: three
Tars, two Hatters.

Being with each other, doing things together . . . knowing.
your affection is growing into precious and enduring love. Happily.
all these cherished moments will be forever symbolized by jnr
diamond engagement ring.
If the name, Keepsake, is in the ring and on the tag, you 2:
assured, of fine quality and lasting satisfaction. The engaged
diamond is flawless, of superb color, and precise modem cut. Y«:
Keepsake Jeweler will assist you in making your selection .. • ^
in the yellow pages, under "Jewelers."
_ .

_

REGISTERED

-,

Keepsake
DIAMOND

RINGS

I
REG ISTE RED

DIAMOND

RINGS
LEE

CROWN
Rings from $100 to $10,000. Illustrations enlarged to show beauty of
detail. • Trademark reg. A. H. Pond Company, Inc., Est. 1892.

ROYALTY

_„--

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your BHj»£
ment and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, DOH| only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride SD
NameAdd ress.

3 Doors South of First National Bank

City

OPEN A CHARGE ACCOUNT

State

t

.Zip.
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. %

6, 1968
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IT Alums See Final Soccer Win
concluded their soccer
. a boom last Saturday,
onth tromping archSWuliversity, 7-0, its
Tcome the first undeteam in Rollins his"aside from the> disapJ \
of losing a bid to
national competition in the
Division Championship
ll
rfield Massachusetts, esII
four new records. Not
' fEheTarsnotchtheirhighest
/
Lrcentageandreachanew
^ total wins, but theyTeache r consecutive wins with
^consecutive games withe s with nine.
SingagainstStetsonstartte second period when s e n tf wing Gale Coleman booted
%t goals of the season with
remaining. But the 1-0
me lead was to be no m outcome.
l(1 0f the final
to through the third quarter,
e Brelsford boomed in a s c o r e ,
second goal of the campaign
,12.53 remaining. Less than two
Dies later, right inside Bill
extended the attack on an
st from Lee Hildenbiddle.
tie standout John Ross capped
period scoring with his
i goal of the season just
torn before the buzzer sounded
end the period.
it it was the fourth quarter of
could not have been more
iropriate. Tar super-star WiliFlohr, playing in the last q u a r t oi his last game for Rollins,
fed in three consecutive goals,
first with 15:49 left in the
ne, Before three minutes were

f

't

up, Flohr had scored his third goal
of the quarter, bringing the final
score to 7-0.
This brought Flohr's season total
to 19 goals, just two short of last
season's 21 mark. In his four
years at Rollins, Flohr has scored a phenomenal and invaluable total of 62 goals. Coach Gordon
Howell expressed the same sentiments when he stated that "Wilson
has certainly been the spark all
year long. The whole team knew
that Wilson could break it open any
time.
We knew we could break
open games in the last minutes of
play."
Other statistics show that the victory was overwhelming in more
than the 7-0 score. Rollins outshot the Hatters, 36-12, in shots
at the goal and in corner kicks,
9-4. In addition, Stetson goalie
Ted Davis was forced to make
20 goalie saves to eight among the
three Rollins goalies, Jim Hardee,
Chuck Kitchell, and Bob Owen.
The victory made the Tars 2-0
against Stetson this year and
brought the composite scoring for
the two encounters to 9-1.
The season concluded, the Tars
look ahead to the prospects for
next year. Without doubt, some
of this year's graduating seniors
will be very sorely missed, but
there has been much confidence
expressed in future prospects. Defensively, Charles Bueker, Noel
Eggleston, Buzz Friend, Dave
Keidt, Bob Owen, Paul Wright,
and Bob Selton remain to fill in
for Cliff Montgomery, Jeff Burns,
and Jim Hardee. In addition to the
returning veterans, freshmenStan
Gale, John Ross, Jim Rudy, Doug

"GIVE ME A..."

AND THE CHEERLEADERS ARE MAKING A FEW SHOTS OF THEIR OWN.

Welsh, Peter Williams, and George
Yarnall, stand out to fill in offensively. Coach Howell feels that
"over-all, our team will be just
a s sound. We have some youngsters who can move i n to take up
the void created by Wilson's departure. We have a high-scoring
machine."
When asked to summarize this
season's successes, Coach Howell

boasted:
"We set as our preseason goal a championship team.
We achieved that goal."
I would like to recommend that
the following Soccer team members
TDe awarded lettermen status for
the year 1968-69.
Jeff Bestic, Soph; Mike Brelsford, Soph.; Charles Bueker, Soph;
Jeff Burns, Sr.; Gale Coleman,
Sr.; Noel Eggleston, Soph.; Wilson

Flohr, Sr.; Walter Friend, Soph.;
Stan Gale, Fr.; James Hardee,
Sr.; Charles Haywood, Soph.; Dave
Heidt, Soph.; Lee Hildenbiddle,
Soph.; Chuck Kitchell, Jr.; William Koch, Jr.; Robinson Leech,
J r . ; Cliff Montgomery, Sr.; James
Rudy, Fr.; Doug Welsh, Fr.; Peter Williams, Fr.; Paul Wright,
Jr.
and David Lord, Sr., manager."
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As Wilson Flohr and Cliff
Montgomery received the plaque
for "Outstanding Senior Player
of the Year", during the half time
ceremonies of last night's basketball game, the boy who should
receive a plaque for "Outstanding
School Spirit" was sitting behind
the scorer's table. David Lord
has followed the teams faithfully
for four years, not only as manager,
but as unofficial head cheerleader.
It will be difficult to replace his
enthusiasm and loyalty.

^lOTHES
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Proctor
*0pen Evenings

• •

'til 9

Winter

Centre
Park

Flash!
Tars Dump
Sewannee
73-58
The "Sandspur" extends special
thanks to Jim Warner for his super
fortitude and forbearance and very
special help on this issuel

1
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Wcmens Wrap-up

Flag Football

By Lynn Mercer

Thursday, Nov. 21, X-Club tackled in the game Steve Greene connectalways tough Lambda Chi and was ed with trusty Taylor for the tying
score. The tension built as Sig
defeated 41-0. Lambda's new quarterback Sandy Duncan was very Ep's first attempt for the extra
impressive by passing for four
point was nulified.
The climax
touchdowns and scoring one him- came as Peter Lalime grabbed
self on a 20 yard interception in Greene's toss for the victorious
the first period.
The opening margin and closing score. Sig EP
score was a 7 yard pass from Dun- won 19-18.
can to Mercer and was followed with
Kappa Alpha and Sigma Nu met
an extra point pass from Terry Law Monday afternoon and the Snakes
to Chic Hawley. Next
came emerged victorious. In this game
Duncan's interception and score
with a failure at the extra point. Buxbaum passed 8 yards to SchIn the second period, Mercer olenberger for the first score and
returned a punt 55 yards for another Abbey booted the extra point. In
score with Law again kicking the
extra
point.
An interception this game Buxbaum passed 8 yards
the second quarter, Buxbaum tossby Duncan proved useless and the
ed 1 yard to Bill Hartog to pull
half ended with Lambda ahead 27- ahead 13-0. KA's Mike Corbitt
0. Law touchdown passes from then retaliated with a 12 yard aerDuncan to Mercer (30 yards) and ial t o Frydenborg for their lone
Law (5 yards) in the third and six points.
Seconds later
fourth quarters, respectively, and
Bill Meyers passed 48 yards
another extra point pass from Law to Hartog and Abbey again added
to Rosen followed by Law's clos- the extra point. The final score
ing boot ended the scoring.
came when Buxbaum passed 12
On Friday a double-header was- yards to Hartog. The final score
played . The first game found the was Snakes 26, KA 6.
Independents losing to Sigma Nu
Tuesday Lambda Chi routed the
by a score of 45-6. Mick BuxNothing holds a good man back..
Indies
48-0. In this game Duncan
baum proved to be the aggressor
Wilson Flohr on his way to All
tossed
four
times
for
touchdowns.
by tossing seven touchdown passSouth.
es in the game. Sigma Nu mount- The first was a 60 yarder to
Law, the second a 28 yarder to
ed 26 points on passes from BuxMercer, the third a 20 yarder to threw two bombs to King (50 yards)
baum to Bauerschmidt (6 yards), Hawley, and the fourth a 40 yard- and Tomas (80 yards). Clanton
Zarnowich (43 yards), Winham (35 e r again to Mercer. Law kicked closed the scoring by catching
yards), and Meyers (6 yards) in two extra points after these scores a 4 yard aerial from Osborn. Faaddition to one extra point kick
and passed for two others to Mer- culty Grad won 39-7.
Tuesday's game matched X-Club
by Wood and a pass from Wood
cer and Rosen. In the fourth perto McMann for another before the
iod, scores came on a 5 yard and Sig Ep with the Club becoming
Indies could score late in the third
pass from Tom Ghent to Danny the victor by a score of 27-13
period. This lone score came on
Rosen and Law's good boot. Hawly In the first period Paul Westera 55 yard run by Lee Cougan.
and Law then scored on intercep- felt passed 20 yards to Charlie
Zarnowich caught another pass for
tions of 31 yards and 15 yards, Draper and 39 yards to Bob Chris2 28 yard TD and Bob Abbey
respectively. The first score was tie for scores (one extra point to
and Marty Matthews caught 4 yard
followed by.Law's extra point pass Dave Knutson). In the second pertouchdown passes each to end the
to Rosen. The game ended with iod Sig Ep's Greene passed 49
yards to Keyes for their score.
game.
truly potent athletic prowess.
They
again came back in the fourth
Friday's second contest was a
On Dec. 2, Faculty Grad handed
period
on a 9 yard pass to Martin
truly interesting battle between
TKE a lopsided defeat. All the
with
Greene
running the ball in
the Phi Delts and Sig Eps. For
scoring was done by Faculty Grad
for
the
extra
point which momthe first time this season Phi Delt
until the closing seconds when
entarily
tied
the
game. Sig Ep
drew first blood on a 9 yard
TKE's
.Larry Burton managed
being
unable
to
withstand
the Club's
TD gallop by Dennis Gingold late
to get off a 3 yard pass to Bob
in the first period. The Phis
Maynard. Burton then tossed to offense, permitted Westerfelt to
kept their drive for victory alive
Don Leporini for the extra point. connect with Knutson on a 12 yard
when Jim Ryan returned a punt
Bill Osborn opened the game with1 scoring pass, followed by Draper's
40 yards for the second Phi score.
a 40 yard pass to King, followed extra point. The last touchdown
Another extra point attempt was
by Gordon's extra point kick. Boyd came on a 20 yard Draper run
successful and proved fatal. UnCoffie then passed for two scores, followed by the extra point pass
fortunately, Phi Delt center Jay
one to Chuck Thomas (48 yards) to Johnson.
and one to John Pinder (15 yards). Wednesday Phi Delt fell before
Fusco was forced to leave the game
The Grad's Dave Pearliman then Sigma Nu, 27-19. Mick Buxbaum
for surgery on his thumb which be
caught Larry Burton in his end zone opened the game with an 8 yard
came dislocated
preceding the
pass of Jeff Winham (Bob Abbey
close of the first half. The third
for a safety. Coffie came back then
period found Sig Ep edger to
score and they promptly tied the
game at 12-12 with blocked pass
8
and interception by John Buchko
followed by a Greene to Taylor
45 yard aerial. This battle really
»• i »WT iii' "^ c a f t a n *
developed
in the closing quarter
when the Phi's Gingold ran the ball
in for a 6 yard score, but still
no extra point. With the score
18-12, an d with 4 seconds left
The shimmering beauty of THE CENTER STREET §
GALLERY makes is a " m u s t " on your shopping list. &
The fabulous boutique table is laden with gifts of all »
g sorts, from elegant pearl necklaces to space age jew- \
g elry. Here, you'll find authentic antique jewelry re- $
| productions in pins, earrings, bracelets that make it |
« difficult to distinguish from the real. Beautiful, color- g
2 ful compacts are encrusted with bright jewels, others «
AIRLINE RESERVATIONS
| are fancifully enameled with flower or peacock de- 3
1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
| signs. Some items are beautifully matched to make §
171 Wast Fairbanks
g a charming set. Hand mirrors, music boxes, gleam- 2
Phona 6474034
g ing crystal and serving pieces all add to the won- 2
W r M*4<«lf — j n « Kr»T*»n*k
g der of the gift giving season. There's more enchant- |
S ment in their Christmas room filled with items that \
« spell wonderment for any age. Beautiful Florentine %
K picture frames, boxes and religious scenes in keep- 3
« mg with the season, resplendent in their old world $
| colorings. I found gifts to delight those with a sense \
§ of humor (fun things) as well as the elegant. In all 2
g elegance . . . nothing i s more beautiful than the 1
g magnificent butterflies mounted in clear lucite or \
f framed. They're real in all their natural colorings »
. . . coming from such far away places as Madagas- 5
car and Peru. Make this a Christmas to be remem- \
and Ye Public House
bered where shopping is a true adventure.
»

Kappa Kappa Gamma not only captured the basketball intramural
title, but also four positions in the
top ten scoring averages. Finishing a strong second to Kappa were
the AlphaPhi's registering only one
loss followed by the much improved
Pi Phi team which also tied with
Theta for third place with a 5-3
record. Although not as strong as
last year's team, the freshmen
finished with a respectable 4-4
record.
The battle for this year's scoring
title resulted in a close race,
however the overall averages fell
Cliff Montgomery shared]
way short of last year's records.
with Wilson last night:
Last year, high scorer Wendy
Overton registered a 21.0 average
"Outstanding Senior So
plaque.
followed closely by Lynn Mercer
with a 18.6. Reversing the order
have improved markedly^
this year was leader Lynn Mercer
a real toss-up for
who posted a season aver age of 12.0
basketball title.
just edging out Theta Sally Coith
Leading Scorers
and
Kappa teammate
Wendy
Scorers
Avg. Toi
Overton for second place with 11.4
Lynn Mercer
points per game. Pi Phi's Sue
(Kappa)
Dollinger emerged as a leading
scorer with a 10.6 average. Five
Wendy Overton
cagers of last year's frosh team
(Kappa)
iii4
retained their places among the
Sally Coith
(Theta)
\\A
leading scorers this year.
Sue Dollinger
Competitive
spirit among the
(Pi Phi)
teamsprevailedthroughout the seaBunny Marcoue
son.
This was typified by the
(Alpha Phi)
freshmen's scintillating half-time
Mona Schallau
performance of song and dance dur(Kappa)
8.0
ing one of the games.
Jane Wilson
Several of the teams this year
(Kappa)
7.7
kicked extra point). to put the
Lendon Hamilton
Snakes ahead 7-0. Phi Delt's Gin(Frosh
gold then scored on a 12 yard run
Anne Heath
and threw to Jim Ryan for the ty(Gamma Phi)
7,6
ing extra point. Buxbaum compenCindy Kent
sated by running for two scores
(Pi Phi)
7.5
(2 and 1 yard, respectively) with
Team
Ranking
Abbey adding one extra point. In
1. Kappa Kappa Gamma (8-t.
the third period Gingold scored
2. Alpha Phi (7-1)
again on a 48 yard run.
This
3. Pi Beta Pl:-; '5-3)
score was countered when Buxbaum
4. Kappa Alpha Theta (5-3)
connected with Bill Hartog for an5. Frosh (4-4)
other Snake score (Meyers tossed
6.
Chi Oi-ega (3-.,
to McMann for the extra point).
7. G a m m a Phi Beta (2-6)
The game closed with the Phi's
8. Phi Mu (1-7)
Gingold connecting with John Sni9. Indies (1-7)
der for a 30 yard score.

C o n g r a t u l a t i o n s to
t h e TARS!

^ c u W ^ v JfcuXi. /8-^U^i^f

TRAVEL RITE
TOURS

u

SUKETS
PIZZA PARLOR

1621 N .

Mills —

Orlando

Phone 841-0002

Open 9-5 Daily
136 Park Avenue, South

Free Parking 2
Winter P a r k
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- f e Celebrate this and every victory by
d r o p p i n g by Harper's after the game.
Ma Barnett, Dick, Helen, Freddie
and Vee will be there to serve you.
Experience the new and potent
drink--the Tarbaby.
But who needs an excuse to go to

HARPER'S

